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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Racing Delights  
Huntingdon 13:40/15:10 - Strong Resemblence/Kingston Win Double @ 1/1-6/4 

RaceFan  
Win Bet - Lingfield 13:20 - Mercy Mercy Me @ 11/10 

Betting Development  
Win Bet - Chelmsford (A.W) 17:15 - Firmament @ 2/1 
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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


The Rain In Sri Lanka Will Be A Pain  

With no Premier League or Champions League fixtures tonight we can focus on the 
Second Test between Sri Lanka and England which begins in Pallekele early 
tomorrow morning. England won the first match by 211 runs, restricting the hosts to 
210 and 250 in their two innings. Sri Lanka have to deal with some key absentees 
and England have great batting depth in the side. 


The visitors may tinker with the order but their bat should be too strong for the Sri 
Lankan ball.  However, we should bear in mind that rain in some form is predicted 
for all five days. Since 2010 three of the six Test matches played at the venue have 
not produced a definite result so the DRAW is the bet at 11/4 with William Hill. The 
third and final match of the series starts in Colombo next Friday. England play 
matches in the West Indies early in 2019. 


It’s another international break for friendlies and matches in the Nations League so 
there are no meaningful football fixtures tonight. There are 19 matches in the EFL 
Trophy which brings together under 21 teams from the top two divisions and first 
teams from League 1 and League 2. There is very little squad news to go one and 
team selection will be key to the outcome of these ties. 


Assuming a side is selected mainly from the first string SUNDERLAND are the form 
team and look the bet of the night at 4/5 with Coral to beat Morecambe but stakes 
should be small. According to the Racing Post Fleetwood are not taking the minor 
Cup competitions seriously so BURY are tipped to win their meeting at 13/10. 
Please don’t risk the mortgage on these matches. 


There is plenty of betting action in darts and tennis tonight which should fill the void 
created by the lack of proper football. Michael Van Gerwen and Roger Federer are 
big favourites to win their matches but the double pays about 2/5 which will only 
attract the big hitters and money buyers. UNISON is top rated and a working man’s 
price at 5/1 with Betfair to win the decent handicap hurdle at Huntingdon (2.10) 
which is the richest race of the day. 


Three Trainers To Warm Us Over The Winter - By High 
Roller Racing


With the Winter season moving into gear there are three trainers who strike me as 
ones to follow over the course of the next few months. There is nothing to worry 
about as these three will be turning out winners week after week. In fact they are all 
winning trainers with winning habits. Virtually every meeting they have at least one 
winner each.
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William Haggas runs a terrific yard in Newmarket and virtually every horse trains is 
capable of winning races. William only engages top jockey is divided his better 
horses such as James Doyle commonly known as ‘The Doyler’.  William has a very 
useful string of all-weather horses in yard and is not afraid of running some above 
average types on the all-weather at this time of year. This yard have a great ability 
for placing courses from it’s all weather team and races on the all-weather especially 
at Kempton or Lingfield. We see some horses from Williams yard occasionally at 
Chelmsford but really at Southwell I am not really sure why William does not use 
Southwell as often as the other three courses. Take note of any of Haggas horses 
that run over the all-weather from this week onwards and check the entrance and 
declarations from Is a yard. Don’t be caught out by horses winning without checking 
the entries as that in itself is most disappointing. Watch out for Team Haggas this 
Winter.


So our second winning team to follow is that to Gordon Elliott who has a fabulous 
team of quality horses available to him over the winter whilst contesting virtually 
every grade 1 grade 2 grade 3 unlisted races. Every time you look at Elliot’s Quality 
horses you can see how well he has developed his yard in the early years of him 
becoming a trainer to now being a leading trainer in the National Hunt sport. 
Gigginstown Stud have majority of Their horses with Gordon Elliott and they are a 
force to be reckoned with over the jumping season. They have incredible amount of 
talent available to them such as Apples Jade Who won the valuable grade two 
Hurdle at Navan last Sunday. This yard as Jack Kennedy and Davy Russell as there 
are regular riders with occasionally Rachel Blackmore riding for the yard as well. 
This yard is now challenging Willie Mullins for the number one spot in the Irish 
Trainers League Table. So far this season we have seen Gordon sending horses to 
England especially horses he Is placing to win Slightly lesser races than in Ireland. 
Gordon also sends horses on a regular trip to Perth where he has been extremely 
successful when using Richard Johnson to ride those horses. Wherever Gordon 
sends his  horses we need to sit up and take notice of those animals he has 
selected because A winning yard will send horses anywhere to win races.


Third and final team is Willie Mullins Who has been the most successful trainer in 
Irish  horse racing for many years. Willy is finding difficult decision ahead of him 
because his  long time Top jockey Ruby Walsh seems to be struggling to regain 
confidence after a long spell of injury with another comeback that is not without 
incident as Ruby has little confidence which has resulted in falls at the last obstacle 
on several occasions since his return. In my opinion it’s sad to say That Ruby must 
hang up his riding boots and let Paul Townend Take over as number one jockey for 
Team Mullins. Willy still has some very good horses in his yard and his ability to 
place them in races they can win is tremendous. He has a good variety of bumper 
horses and some very very good hurdlers in chasers also capable of taking grade 1 
grade 2 and grade 3 races.


Follow Haggas, Elliot and Mullins this Winter. 
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High Roller Racing Is free to join and you only pay for your winning selections. 
We tip a maximum of one bet per day. Recent winners include Apples Jade 
WON Evens and Silk and Sand WON 11/4. Join by following the link below… 

CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 

Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


Well we said Mark Crehan had a strong chance on board CHANNEL PACKET! 
He duly won at 6/1. Probably a personal best for the horse with the race 
looking stronger than he had contested before. The interest in Mark is growing 
and he has started to get enquires from a wider range of trainers looking to 
exploit his 7lb claim. He’s really bounced back from his horrific fall and now 
he’s back in full flight. He has only one entry at the moment but hopefully his 
diary will start getting filled soon. I told you before I think this young man is 
destined for the top. Yet while he is under the radar I’m confident even betting 
the horses he is in blind will continue to profit in the short term. He has another 
shot on Thursday when he takes his first ride for George Baker on Conferie. I 
think Marks claim and the fact that conferie looks like a horse on the up can 
see this pair go close. I will certainly be watching with interest.  

We had a losing run on the main service last week but after 3 winners in the 
last 2 days we have put that behind us and we look to add our 4th winning 
month in a row. 130 points profit in the last 3 months has put us in decent nick 
for the year and we do expect a huge December as we have plenty of horses 
laid out for Christmas gambles! Exciting times.  

Today’s Free Tip  

On the main service we have Information from a contact that has rarely let us 
down and we have had plenty of winners over the years from this small 
gambling stable they seam to know where they are with what they are running 
and their money is down today the horse is still trading at 15/2 and they think 
he will take all the beating today. Unfortunately I need to preserve the price so 
it’s members only - yet it could mean you have the chance to pay back your 
fees and more if this guy wins.  

Lingfield 3-20 Handicap Hurdle (Class 3) 20f - KEEL OVER 3/1 has progressed 
in two runs this season and should be cherry ripe for this. His figures on the 
clock show he should not be far away at all and has recently run a pb any 
further improvement should make him hard to beat. 

CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00! 
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